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1. ‘EJ’ in a transatlantic perspective

• ‘Environmental inequality’ in Europe

• A growing body of research
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• Some exceptions



• Importance of EJ: ethics and policy

• Instances of socio-ecological injustice

• Challenge of rising (socio-economic) inequality

• Anthropocene: reduced ‘buffer capacity’; growing issue

• Sustainable development: 

• Anthropocentrism of ‘Brundtland definition’

• EJ → social dimension

• EJ → human and social capital as prerequisites for the ecological 

and economical dimensions
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1. ‘EJ’ in a transatlantic perspective

Source: Clark & Harley, ‘Sustainability Science: Toward a Synthesis’ 

(2020), Ann.Rev.Env.Res.



• Art. 191 TFEU:

• Formulated in absolute/non-distributive terms (‘EJ-blindness’)

• But also a goal of ‘sustainable development’ (+ 11 TFEU; 3 TEU; 37 Charter)

• General principles: opportunities and risks

• Sectoral environmental law:

• No social equity considerations (distributive effects)

• Mostly isolated standards (cumulative effects)

• Minimum harmonization → EJ through 193 TFEU?

• Multi-level governance: opportunity and risk
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2. A look at substantive EU environmental law

Source: Het Laatste Nieuws 10/1/2021 ‘Kinderen Moretusburg tonen 

Umicore hoe graag ze in hun wijk willen blijven

’



• Example: AAQD 2008/50

• Local attainment measures often worst options for EJ

• Obligation to maintain better quality than limit values

• Example: Habitats 92/43 Birds 2009/147

• Ecocentric → human burdens and benefits

• Nature compensation effects

• Example: environmental impact assessments

• Requirement of ‘cumulative effects’

• Potentially significant tool for EJ → GIS-tools
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2. A look at substantive EU environmental law



• Aarhus Convention’s 3 pillars

• Theoretical enabler of procedural justice → In practice, unequal opportunities

• Risk of socially regressive effect: ‘path of least resistance’

• → Underlying goal(s) of European environmental democracy?
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3. A look at procedural EU environmental law
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4. A priority for environmental law in Europe?

Source: <https://stock.adobe.com/>

Source: 

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SI.POV.GINI?end=2020&most_recent_value_desc=false&s

tart=2020&type=shaded&view=map&year=2018

• → lower socio-economic inequality

• Alternative instruments for EJ:

• taxation; social security; healthcare; education; housing policy; …

• private law; anti-discrimination law; fundamental rights; criminal and 
local administrative law; …

• Does environmental law need to be focused on 
distributive effects and social justice?

• Cumulative effects, across projects and programs

• Inefficiency of counteracting legal institutions and policy

• → need for better integrated, holistic governance of complex SES

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SI.POV.GINI?end=2020&most_recent_value_desc=false&start=2020&type=shaded&view=map&year=2018


• Environmental injustice in EU = real and pervasive

• Current EU EL = ‘EJ-blind’

• Indirect contribution: absolute, sector-specific standards

• No distributive or cross-sectoral cumulative effects

• Need for ‘EJ-reflex’ in substantive EU EL

• EIA; sectoral policy implementation

• ‘Recalibration’ rather than ‘revolution’

• Avoiding Aarhus’ current socially regressive effect
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5. Conclusion

Source: <https://stock.adobe.com/>



Let’s discuss!
elias.vangool@kuleuven.be

Partially based on  E. Van Gool, ‘Searching for ‘Environmental Justice’ in EU Environmental Law’, 

European Energy and Environmental Law Review 2022, 334-346
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